






[Transcription of “Letter from Lufkin with Reply”] 
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Lufkin, Tex 
__________ 
Sept 17 – 1965 
 
For John Dowdy 
Kind sir just a few things to say thank you for your reports may God Bless you and I am so Glad 
you are takeing [sic] the stand you are on some things it looks like we are heady [sic] for some 
Bad things it looks like to me that congressman is spending thousdand [sic] of dollars there ant 
[sic] we use to I went to ask you a question what Good do we get from sending those two people 
around the world But it cost lots of money to do it and then Johnson is letting the negro Burn 
property and causing lots of trouble we were not having eny [sic]  
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trouble with them Before he got to Be presendent [sic] and he is throwing our money a way [sic] 
to fareing nations of course I no [sic] he could not do it if congressman diden [sic] let him it 
looks like we are headed for doom. I no [sic] I dont [sic] amount to eny thing [sic] for I am poor 
and dont [sic] have eny [sic] thing only my home of 5. acreks [sic] and now Bro Dowdy I want 
to ask you to ans [sic answer] this letter in return mail I want to no [sic] is this insurence [sic] 
that we older folks can get is it worth eny thing [sic] to ous [sic] I got a letter with a card in it 
yesterday for me to sind [sic] if I want it But the way I see it I dont [sic] think it will 
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help ous [sic] to [sic] much for we will pay 3 dollars a month and then if we haft [sic] to go to 
the Hospitle [sic] we have got to put up the first 50 dollars and I think the most of our old folks is 
like me they cant [sic] get By on what little we get so please and and [sic] tell me what you think 
about this insurence [sic] I cant [sic] get on the old age penshen [sic] for I have tried it all I get is 
my s.s. so let me here [sic] from you 
 
_________ 
__________ 
Lufkin, Tex 75901 
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